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Waka Hourua

Key Message

‘We want to provide an environment of inspiration, encouraging dreams and the idea that nothing is
impossible – to push yourself to new heights, to have no fear of failure and to be in a constant state
of learning’.
Key messages promoted across this programme include;
• Positive self-expression of diversity
• Smoke free, drug free events for rangatahi
• Learning is continuous
• Stories of hope and wellbeing
• Smashing bullying, self - harm and suicide
• Positive self-expression through creative dance and the arts
• Good self-care, physical fitness, secure identity and positive self-esteem.

Background
Project Aroha supported by the Waka Hourua Fund is a response to bullying, alienation and suicide
risk to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) communities in Aotearoa. Provided
by the Mika Haka Foundation, The Project Aroha involves a series of transmedia, multimedia projects
over 2015 to reach out, innovate and create discussion amongst Māori and Pacific youth to tackle
suicide issues.
Project Aroha is delivered in three parts:
Web series multimedia project; online viewing, sharing, using social media channels and You Tube
pushed from a dedicated wed site.
Live events; direct compelling invitations to youth to engage with the multimedia project.
Community responses; Places for young people to go to for special information help and safety.
Managing diversity has been a core operation of the Mika Haka
Foundation since its inception 2008. The Foundation recognizes
that sexuality for many young people is experimental, and
questioning is mixed with body issues and stigmas. Its work invites
young people to explore possibilities towards a secure identity,
with good self-care and self-esteem. While LGBTQ youth
increasingly have confidence to be out and about, the number of
LGBTQ related suicides and entrenched bullying continues.
Te Kīwai Rangahau, Te Rau Matatini evaluation team was
commissioned to undertake a review of the Waka Hourua Fund.
The focus of this specific review therefore was to assess and to
determine how the Mika Haka Programme implementation aligns
to the overall intent and design of the Waka Hourua programme,
and what actually happened during its implementation.
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MIKA
HAKA
FOUNDATION

The Aroha Project

The Mika Haka Foundation (MHF) is a charitable trust formed in 2008 to deliver an inclusive vision
by Maori artist and entertainer, Mika, of an extraordinary future for all young New Zealanders – in
particular, young people from diverse backgrounds and minority communities.
‘We want to provide an environment of inspiration, encouraging dreams and the idea that nothing is
impossible – to push yourself to new heights, to have no fear of failure and to be in a constant state of
learning’.
The Mika Haka Foundation exists to ignite young minds and transform people towards better lives
through the performing arts and physical culture. The Foundation invites people of diverse ethnicities,
cultures, sexualities and religions, living in Aotearoa (New Zealand), to find pathways towards better
health and education opportunities through physical culture and the performing arts.

Goal
The Aroha Project is a response to bullying, alienation and suicide risk to LGBTQ communities in
Aotearoa. Provided by the Mika Haka Foundation, The Aroha Project uses popular youth culture
including pop-music, street dance and spoken word throughout the series to connect with its
audience.
In 2013 The Mika Foundation identified bullying, self-harm and suicide related to LGBTQ youth as a
priority area of focus. The Waka Hourua goals identified by Mika Haka Foundation that align to their
project encompass the following;
•
•
•

People are informed about and assisted to access the services available to them.
Families, whānau and communities have stronger relationships and confidence to be able to talk
about their difficulties
Families, whānau and communities have their own approaches and plans in place and are actively
building resilience and reducing risks of suicide

The project draws on the support, inclusion and collaboration of teams of writers and performing
artists, and organisations already working with youth, indigenous and LGBTQ communities. This
initiative also aligns with Goal 3 of the Waka Hourua Outcome Framework: Safe, engaged rangatahi
and specifically the pathways and indicators under Secondary Prevention: Targeting at risk individuals.
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Programme Deliverables

Waka Hourua

The following table outlines nine key deliverables in the Aroha Project supported by Waka Hourua
Community Fund.
Table 1: Mika Haka Foundation Programme Deliverables

1

Key Deliverable

Key performance standard

Establish Rangatahi workshops

Run a series of Rangatahi focused workshops (focus
on LGBTQ youth) to engage with ongoing project,
raise awareness of suicide prevention and input into
the design of the live events and multimedia project
90% of participants have increased knowledge and
awareness of suicide prevention, intervention and
post-vention.

2

Development of web series/ transmedia
multimedia project. Online viewing, sharing
and discussing, using all social media channels
and You Tube, pushed from a dedicated from
website.

Engagement with LGBTQ youth and professional
mentors to design and develop webseries/ transmedia
multi media project. Including planning costs, design,
meeting, resources.

3

Four live events. Direct compelling invitations to
youth to engage with the multi-media project.

Design of 4 live events targeting LGBTQ youth to
raise awareness of suicide prevention and engage
Rangatahi and their whanau.

4

Community response
The project draws on the support, inclusion and
collaboration of teams of talented writers and
performing artists, and organisations already
working with youth, indigenous and LGBTQ
communities

Working with existing groups, identification of places
for LGBTQ youth to go for special information, help
and safety.

Produce screen works and music projects

Production of screen works and music projects, in
collaboration with other funding agencies (ie Creative
Communities, Auckland Council etc) to target LGBTQ
youth. Resources are appropriate to target group and
raise awareness of suicide prevention.

5

75% of target group have increased knowledge of
existing groups, services and supports available with
suicide prevention and awareness for LGBTQ youth
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Deliver upload and promote the webseries/
transmedia multi media project
Online viewing, sharing and discussing, using
all social media channels and You Tube, pushed
from a dedicated from website

7

Community response

Development of the webseries/ transmedia multi
media project. Review by Rangatahi group, testing
and editing to ensure all information is factually
accurate and has been guided by appropriate clinical
supports.
Ongoing activities with existing groups, to provide
support for LGBTQ youth to go for special
information, help and safety.
75% of target group have increased knowledge of
existing groups, services and supports available with
suicide prevention and awareness for LGBTQ youth

8

9

Deliver upload and promote web series/
transmedia multi media project

Promote update of the webseries/ transmedia
multimedia project.

Online viewing, sharing and discussing, using
all social media channels and You Tube, pushed
from a dedicated from website.

75% of target group have increased access to
resources developed within multimedia project.

Twelve live events

Delivery of 12 live events targeting LGBTQ youth to
raise awareness of suicide prevention and engage
Rangatahi and their whanau.

Direct compelling invitations to youth to engage
with the multi-media project.

90% of participants have increased knowledge and
awareness of suicide prevention, intervention and
postvention.
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Implementation

The Aroha Project for 2015 began with a suite of live events and studio activities during the January
and February Auckland festival session, encompassing Waitangi Day Dawn Ceremony, the Big Gay Out,
Songs for Aroha, and of launch of The Aroha Project’s web series, short films and music videos held in
MHF Studios on Auckland. This section outlines key activities and events undertaken by Project Aroha
over 2015 and their alignment to the expected Waka Hourua deliverable and outcome associated with
this activity.

WEB-SERIES TRANSMEDIA/ MULTI-MEDIA
Development of web series/ transmedia multimedia project.
Waka Hourua deliverable 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, & 8
The Aroha Project Film Festival & Web Series February, 2015
A line-up of international and local
film creators alongside NZ’s Todd
Karehana (Kweenz of Kelston)
and Alex Ebney-Browne were the
principal creators of short films to
tackle suicide, bullying and hate.
People were invited via MHF and social media to join in and support their screen artist’s
build real stories, with real people. In the line-up was music videos from Patty Boy and Jevan,
international shout outs from Global Aroha Ambassadors Yeardley Smith (Lisa Simpson),
Tinsel Korey (Twilight) and DJ Qualls (Supernatural) directed by Jay Te Wake.
Event Description can be viewed on line at MHF:
http://www.mikahakafoundation.co.nz/event/the-aroha-project-film-festival/
Production of the six part Project Aroha web series, short films and music videos kicked off in
February 2015. The Project Aroha Web-series which features Zakk D’Larte (Dress to Express),
King Homeboy (Killer Beat box), The Sandnu Brothers (We are all Humans) Emmy Rākete (No
Pride in Prisons), Andrew Abrau (Unapologetic).
Available through online viewing, sharing and discussing, across social media channels and
You Tube. The following abstracts outline three of the web series Aroha Project.
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The Aroha Project – Dress to Express (Zakk d’Larté)
Left beaten and bleeding, 21 year old Zakk D’larte was another Hate Crime, except this one
made national news and started an uproar of public support, however it was the aftermath
of Hate, that nearly took away his will to live. Feeling isolated and alone Zakk contemplated
suicide. But Zakk didn’t want to become a statistic and he found the courage to turn his
life around. This is a powerful story of one kids will to survive and the pursuit of his lifelong
dream of becoming a role model for other young kids who are struggling to fit in.
The Aroha Project – Killer Beatbox (King Homeboy)
A powerful story of one young man’s triumph over adversity to become a global success. King
Home Boy born with a condition called Gigantism and deafness, bullied for years because of
his difference yet nothing was going to hold this gentle giant back. King Home Boy became
an international sensation. He’s the 6 time NZ beat boxing champion … and he’s set the world
record for the longest beat boxing marathon with 36 hours. King Home Boy is an ambassador
for anti-bullying.
The Aroha Project – No Pride In Prisons (Emmy Rākete)
In February 2015, the group ‘No Pride In Prisons’ came together to protest against the
inclusion of the Department of Corrections in the Auckland Pride Parade. The protest was
about the treatment and sexual violence that some trans women experience when placed in
male prisons. For Emmy Rākete, this protest was a critical action that led to a controversial
outcome . . .
Each short video concludes with where to contact details for people needing assistance for
bullying, self-harm, or just someone to talk to with Lifeline, and youth line. Waka Hourua and
Te Rau Matatini are featured in the acknowledgements for each video.
The Aroha screen series can be viewed at:
http://webserieschannel.co.nz/webseries/the-aroha-project/
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SONGS FOR AROHA
Music release against bullying and
suicide with a fresh line-up for summer.
Music produced by Alan Jansson and
Chairman Siche.
Additional production by Sonny Bishop
and Karl Moser.
Available on iTunes and CD
Songs performed in Te Reo Māori and English with a range of genres and spoken word. Including songs
from fresh recording artists and production team Hannah Martin, Jay Tewake, The Sandhu Bros, Te
Ahorangi Winitana, Te Amo, Te Tai Tonga Kapa Haka, Red West and Zakk d’Larté.
LIVE EVENTS AND WORKSHOPS
Waka Hourua deliverable 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, & 9
In February MHF held a series of live public events during the busy festival session and at their studios
in Auckland with a total of some 10 to 15 thousand people. Range of live open events targeting
LGBTQ; Pride Parade, web-series filming Jan, Feb, raising awareness and responses to bullying and
suicide among LGBTQ youth
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Waitangi event 5th February (approx 250 attendees)
Waitangi Aroha Dawn Ceremony, Okahu Bay, Auckland 6th February (approx 180 attendees)
Aroha Project Big Gay out 8th February (5000 -10000 attendees)
Room 1334 Basement Theatre 14 February (restricted to 18 years and over)
Film Festival MHF Studios 23 February
Kruchy Gorillars, five activities Northland 5 February, MHF Studios, 3,10,17,24 February
Wahine Revolution MHF Studios, 24 Feb.

WAITANGI AROHA DAWN CEREMONY 2015
Kotahitanga mā te rereketanga | Unity through diversity.
Vibrant voices will fill the air at dawn this Waitangi day as The Aroha Project kicks off. New waiata
will soar into the skies and Haka will
tremble in the sands waking the nation
to our special day. Relax on the beach
and enjoy traditional ceremonies from
6:30am for a sunrise from Edinburgh
Festival stars Taki Māori who bring
magical karanga and haka.
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More than 5000 people across all age groups, gender and ethnicity attended this year’s event at
Okahu Bay Tamaki Drive in Auckland
Te Amo and Red West sing songs from ‘Songs for Aroha” with appearances from Ngāti Whatua and
Youth-line promoted their services available to young people at risk throughout the day. Waka Hourua
and Te Rau Matatini were promoted for their support through the community fund.
SONGS FOR AROHA
Music release against bullying and
suicide with an exciting fresh line-up
for summer.
Hitting the public at 4:00pm, February
8th at Big Gay Out the compilation
supports the Mika Haka Foundation’s
anti-bullying and suicide prevention programme ‘The Aroha Project’.
Songs for Aroha saw the hit maker Alan Jansson (How Bizarre) produce 15 year old Chainey Nathan’s
debut single Aroha alongside Te Puke’s 13-year-old talent Te Amo and Red West’s duet Black Tears.
“I was a bullied kid at primary school and now I’m releasing my first ever song. I’m excited ‘cos I know
this music can change kids’ lives, it changed mine” says Chainey Nathan.
Songs are performed in Te Reo Māori and English with genres ranging from dance club charting pop,
to chill-out spoken word. Guest music celebs to lend their voices to Songs for Aroha include: Ed Ru
(Sweet and Irie), Erakah (Wonderful), JGeeks (Māori Boy), Lavina Williams (Australian Idol), Megan
Alatini (True Bliss) and Taki Māori (Kapa Haka).
Songs from fresh recording artists and production team Hannah Martin, Jay Tewake, The Sandhu Bros,
Te Ahorangi Winitana, Te Amo, Te Tai Tonga Kapa Haka, Red West and Zakk d’Larté.
Aroha is an alcohol, drug and smoke free event!
CRUNCHY GORILLA EMERGING LEADERS PROGRAMME
Krunchy Gorilla is MHF’s emerging
leaders programme in managing young
arts career, creative coaching for
creatives (screen, design, music, dance,
arts) wanting to raise their own finance
for projects and define their own
career self-efficacy.
The following programme detail is provided from the MHF website.
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Creative Arts Business Incubator
6:00pm every Tuesday in February at MHF Studios
Creative Career Management + Funding
Participants are shown how to create realistic goals for savings and plan the steps needed to reach
them. With guest speakers from funding agencies.
Social Media for Business
Participants build a social media programme, constructing an actual digital platform during the
module.
Best Practices
An introductory course that helps participants to understand best practices in order to achieve
maximum results in the working environment – working smarter, not harder.
Self-Management
This module contains tools to empower participants to Live life actively, choose, prioritize and
schedule purposeful actions that will move them toward their goals and dreams. Use written tools of
self-management (monthly planners, actions lists, commitment diaries and tracking forms to stay on
course.
Krunchy Gorilla is part of the Aroha Project exploring issues around bullying, suicide and addictions
amongst LGBTIQQ youth.

The Aroha Project Media Series Launch
Web series was launched at Imaginative Film Festival October 15th in Toronto Canada and Māori TV
week days Matika, and at the Healing our Spirit Hui a Fono in November in Kirikiriroa.
Waka Hourua deliverable 5, 6 ,8 & 9
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Community Response
Waka Hourua deliverable 7
Places for young people to go for special information, help and safety.
Achieved by partnerships and promotion with Life line, Youth line in MHF publications, promotion at live
events and contact details (where to go for help) in their web series and MHF materials.
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Impact of Project Aroha

Waka Hourua

Project Aroha involved the delivery of a web series, multimedia project shared online using music,
dance and social media to reach young people. This included live events, public performances and
shows, and promoting places for young people to go for special information for help and safety.
Impact evaluation is an intensive type of evaluation, incorporating methods such as random selection,
control and comparison groups and is not feasible under this sort of programme.
Key messages are however discernible throughout this report through stories of hope and wellbeing
from the people who have contributed to Project Aroha, and the artist themselves. The following
account is by Zakk d’Larté, former ELP, now and a leader within MHF, who tells his heart-breaking tale
of school-yard bullying and abuse, and the impact for him of meeting Mika. Downloaded from http://
www.mikahakafoundation.co.nz
“Kia ora, my name is Zakk d’Larté and I am the graphic and web designer for the Mika Haka
Foundation.
I hate to think of what life would be like and where I’d be without Mika and the Foundation.
When I met Mika in early 2013, I was trying so desperately to fit the mould that I knew society wanted
me to be; I wore suits and wasn’t anything like what I am before you all now.
For years the world had been telling me “don’t talk like that”, “don’t dress like that”, “don’t look like
that” and was shaping me to be this corporate grey-suited zombie that I’m clearly not, and for the first
time ever, I had the most refreshing experience when Mika was like – why not?
It took years of struggling to find myself and find a sense of belonging in this world, and now that I’ve
discovered myself, I’m not afraid to show the world exactly who I am.
Design as a competitive industry, proved difficult to break into. Fresh new talent in established
companies isn’t as valuable as I had hoped, and I was constantly met with a constant chorus of
“gain some more experience”. Working with Mika and the Foundation allowed me to gain real world
exposure and an introduction into the fast-paced industry of design. He’s been completely accepting
of my own self-expression and encouraging of my innovation and ideas and has helped me build up a
dedicated client base and begin establishing a name for myself. I am able to contribute my own ideas
and use my creativity to its full extent.
During my time with MHF, I’ve been able to participate in things that I probably would never have
had the opportunity to; I’ve attended NZ Fashion Week twice, represented NZ in Hawaii for their
Pride Festival, featured in two music videos and a single and my jewellery collaboration with Mika is
currently being made in New York.
I am so blessed and humbled to have been accepted into the MHF Family, and look forward to see
where our futures grow together.”
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Conclusion
GOING FORWARD
Project Aroha provided by the Mika Haka Foundation, is a response to bullying, alienation and suicide
risk to LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer) communities in Aotearoa. The Project
Aroha involves a series of transmedia, multimedia projects and live events over 2015 to reach out,
innovate and create discussion amongst Māori and Pacific LGBTQ youth to tackle bullying and suicide
issues. More than ten thousand people participated or attended programme events undertaken by
Project Aroha over 2015. Aroha events undertaken in this project included launch of a web series
suite, recorded music with new young artist with their stories of hope for the future, live concerts
and events working in conjunction with a range of civic, and community partners. Key messages
promoted across the programme included being smokefree, alcohol, and drug free, physical fitness,
self-care, secure identity and positive self-esteem.
This initiative aligns with Goal 3 of the Waka Hourua Outcome Framework: Safe, engaged communities
and specifically the pathways and indicators under Secondary Prevention: Targeting at risk individuals.
Te Kīwai Rangahau team applaud the work undertaken by the Foundation in its efforts to reach out to
rangatahi and LGBTQ youth to promote wellbeing and to tackle bullying and suicide.
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Community
response

4

Working with exiting
groups to identify place
that LGBTQ may go to
for help, information and
safety.

Networks include Youth line, Pride
Parade, lifeline, 0508 Tautoko, Pass
it on NZ, The Manu Project, D’Larte
Collective

1. Waitangi ground open venue
Jan 31
targeting whanau and youth
approximately 250 attendees
2.Waitangi dawn ceremony with
approximately 180 attends
3.Big Day out event with about 5 to
10 thousand attending MHF event
4.room 1334 attended by 200 aged
from 18 years

Design four live events
targeting LGBTQ to raise
awareness

Four life events

3

Jan 31

Jan 31

Aroha Film Festival 23 Feruary 2015

Develop webseries/ Engage LGBTQ youth and
transmedia project professional mentors to
design and develop webseries

2

www.mikafoundation.
co.nz/event/aroha-projectfilm-festival/
Working with wide
range of partners and
supporters, lifeline,
others partners logos
and contact details on
web series. Attendance
and presentation at Live
events

1st monitoring report
Key messages,
Part of The Project Aroha,
responding to Bullying,
suicide prevention among
LGBTIQQ youth

http://webserieschannel.
co.nz/webseries/thearoha-project/

The Aroha screen series at:

Kruchy Gorillars mentoring
media training workshops.
Northland 5 th Feb, MHF
studios, 3,10,17,24 Feb,

Date of completion Evidence/ Issues

Jan 31
Four planning hui and rangatahi
summit for rangatahi and future
leaders to express ideas on reaching
out to others.

Activities undertaken

Establish Rangatahi Run a series of rangatahi
workshops
focused workshops to
raise awareness of Suicide
prevention and input into
design of live events and
media project

Standard

1

report one Deliverable

Appendices

Waka Hourua
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Final report

Community
response

Up load and
Online viewing

6

Ongoing activities with
existing groups to provide
information, help and
safety for LGBTQ youth

Web-series/transmedia
project.
Review by Rangatahi,
testing and editing guide by
clinical supports

Music screen works Production of screenworks
and projects
and music projects that
raise awareness with
LGBTQ youth of suicide
prevention

5

Report two

Oct 01

April 30

April 30

Partnerships with Youthline, lifeline, Sept 30
Pride Festival, Waka Hourua,
Auckland Council, Auckland Fringe
Festival and Wallace Arts Trust

Aroha Project web-series of stories
from Rangatahi around suicide
themed what is love (Oct release)
in Toronto Canada. Includes reps
from PM Turn Your Life Around.

Music Projects
Songs for Aroha
Room 1334, Sandu Brothers, Red
West (Black tears), Rangitahi Tu
Rangatira and Nga Whetu Music
albums being printed for release in
June 2015.

Screenworks
The Kweenz of Kelson, Tidd
Karehana, The Falcetto Jazz Club,
Daneil-Luke Rogers, Part of me,
Daniel Flores; Operation Marriage,
Quenton Lee, 6Shouts Outs from
across the World, Jay Te Weke

May 01

Sponsorship, logos in
brochure
Web-series

https://www.youtube.
com/user/mikaglobal/
playlists
October release in Canada
Oct 15 and Māori TV
weekdays
www.facebook.com/
thearohaproject

Song for aroha U tube and
CD
Webseries on line at U
tube and
http://webserieschannel.
co.nz/webseries/thearoha-project/
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Deliver upload
and promote web/
series project.
Online sharing,
viewing using
all social-media
channel and
You Tube from
dedicated webb
site.

Twelve live Events

8

9

Targeting LGBTIQQ youth to
raise awareness of Suicide
prevention
Increased Knowledge and
awareness

Update web series project

Matariki Mix it
https://www.
facebook.com/
vents/836686583045051/

Range of live open events targeting Sept 30
LGBTIQQ; Pride Parade, web-series
filming Jan, Feb,
1.Waitangi event 5th Feb,
2.Waitangi Aroha Dawn Ceremony,
Okahu Bay, Auckland 6th Feb,
3.Aroha Project Big Gay out 8th Feb,
4.Room 1334 Basement Theatre 14
Feb, Film Festival MHF Studios Feb
23,
5.Kruchy Gorillars Northland 5 th
Feb, studios, 3,10,17,24 Feb,
6. Wahine Revolution MHF Studios,
24 Feb.
7. Matariki Mix it at Te Pou 20th
June, The Basement 26th and 27th
viewing of segments of Project
Aroha web-series

MHF Project Aroha
summer Programme of
Events
http://www.
mikahakafoundation.co.nz/
wp-content/uploads/2015/
AnnualReport2015_
LowRes.pdf

Available on line at You
Tube
https://www.youtube.
com/user/mikaglobal/
playlists
http://webserieschannel.
co.nz/webseries/thearoha-project/

Sept 30

Segments of web-series held on
20th, 26th,and 27th June at Te Pou
Theatre and the Basement for
Matariki
https://www.facebook.com/
events/836686583045051/
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